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INTRODUCTION

Project Description

Project Approach

AARP collaborated with SCAD Advertising students to 
come up with new ways to increase local engagement 
through mobile communication.

To better understand the target and the brief, we 
researched how users were already engaging with 
AARP local and found out which elements weren’t 
meeting their needs. We then created three unique 
user identities, which gave us even information about 
what the user journey would look like. After the initial 
ideation process, we divided into groups to refine and 
build upon the strongest ideas. From our research, we 
narrowed down our ideas to three main focus areas of 
improvement. We presented our material in a midpoint 
presentation, which generated feedback for moving 
forward. Our refined ideas were rendered, put into a 
final presentation, and presented to a group of AARP 
and AQUENT employees.



TIMELINE

MIDPOINT

LAUNCH
11 April 2017
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BRIEF
11 April 2017

PRESENTATION
27 April 2017

FINAL

DEBRIEFING
2 May 2017

PRESENTATION
16 May 2017

D.C. PRESENTATION
23 May 2017



MEET THE TEAM

MARK ADDONA

Mark Addona, a SCAD Grad himself who specializes in design, was eager 

to jump into this unique opportunity. AARP presented a brief that would 

not only challenge his students but also give them hands on experience 

with a real client. The professor was excited to work on a project that fit 

seamlessly into the course curriculum, and had infinite opportunities to 

use technology and interactive design.
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We are a group of Junior and Senior Advertising students with 
strengths ranging from art direction to project management to 
UX design. Though our disciplines differ, we all come together 
in our ability to tell stories. AARP’s goal is to “enhance the 
quality of life as we age,” which is a story we hope to bring to 
life through our ideas. We are excited to see what outcomes 
we can produce for this project and are working to provide 
ideas that AARP can actually implement in the future.
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As part of our research and ideation, the team created 
three user personas that gave us a unique perspective 
into the lives of the target. Each persona represented a 
potential or current AARP user, whose stories allowed 
us to clearly present our user journeys. 

KEVIN
48 years old, high school teacher 
and football coach. Recently 
divorced and is looking for social 
opportunities in the community.

•Active in the community.
•Loves sports.
•Uses Facebook regularly.

PERSONAS



BETTY
75 years old, married for over 
50 years. Isn’t very active in the 
community. Enjoys spending time 
with family and visiting museums. 

•Spends time with grandchildren.
•Watches food network.
•Owns Amazon Alexa.

MARIA
67 years old, heavily involved in the 
community. Appreciates a healthy 
lifestyle. Spends time on Facebook 
to connect with friends and family.

•Recently retired.
•Loves to travel.
•Plays Bingo and Bridge.



MIDPOINT
DEVELOPMENT

Initial Thoughts

Project Outcomes

After the initial briefing, we started to dive in on the 
research side. We wanted to understand as much as we 
could about the current users, the potential target, and 
their overall experience with the local mobile outlets. 
Once we felt comfortable, we moved onto the initial 
ideation. This process started with brainstorming and 
concepting, and developed into 6 solid areas of focus. 
Each idea was then fleshed out and refined, resulting in 
3 main buckets with 3-5 complete concepts in each.

By the end of the first 2 and a half weeks, we hoped 
to come up with ideas that would inspire the client’s 
curiosity and could potentially be pushed further. 



INITIAL IDEAS
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UX FLOW / DESIGN
After the initial briefing, we were informed that one of the main concerns with the current situation 

was the UX design of the local mobile site. We wanted to make it easier for current users to navigate 

but also keep in mind future users. In fact, we were told to keep in mind that we were designing for 

ourselves in the future. 

COMMUNITY
Through our surveys we found that AARP has a strong community base but does not reach as many 

outsiders as it could. This category aims to expand the community and give it a greater sense of unity 

among users. 

PERSONALIZATION
Our user research showed that the AARP Now app and the local mobile AARP site both lacked per-

sonalization. By curating the content, and adding a customized aspect, the user interaction will be 

friendlier and more likely to draw in more members.

EVENTS / GROUPS
Events and groups honed in on the already established AARP opportunities, and expanded its’ pop-

ularity among users. Since events is already one of the local mobile’s main strengths, we wanted to 

highlight its’ capabilities and use them as a way to build participation.

INITIAL DIVISION

ALEXA / ACCESSIBILITY
For accessibility we wanted to increase the user’s ability to engage by widening the range of touch-

points. This section would not only make it easier for users to access information but would also be 

able to reach them through different outlets, like A.I.s and map integration.

NOTIFICATION / LOCATIONS
Notifications and location services was created to get the content to the user faster and more effi-

ciently. We found through multiple studies that people often forget about their apps, therefore forget-

ting the services they may provide. An enhanced notification system based on location could resolve 

this problem and increase AARP local’s user frequency.



SECOND DIVISION
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USER EXPERIENCE
Based on our research and what we heard in reviews, the user experience for AARP mobile 

was a topic that needed to be addressed. Though the current user experience wasn’t bad, it 

was a little difficult for the target to understand. We wanted to focus on simplifying the navi-

gation, pushing more personalized content to the user, and lowering the bounce rate.

SERVICES & NOTIFICATIONS
For services we wanted to concentrate on increasing user engagement while utilizing new and 

emerging tech to connect with users in a more beneficial way. The ideas in this section aim 

to improve the accessibility of AARP’s offers and make it easier for users recognize the local 

content available. 

EVENTS & COMMUNITY
The main goal for this section is to strengthen the AARP local community and to find new ways 

to increase event participation. We wanted to improve the connection between users with 

each other, as well as AARP as a company. 



MID-POINT 
PRESENTATION

Once we felt ready with our midpoint presentation, we 
presented our ideas to a qualified group of reviewers. 
Through this dress rehearsal, we received a lot of good 
feedback which we applied to our final presentation. 
Two days later we presented our refined midpoint 
presentation in a video conference with members of 
AARP and Aquent. Although they loved many of the 
concepts, we decided as a group to focus on three 
main ideas moving forward. 



UX
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CURRENT KEY STRENGTHS OBJECTIVES

UX FLOW / DESIGN

AARP NOW APP DESIGN

WEBSITE CONTENT

1

2

Simplify the design and user experience of 
AARP Local to provide members with a more 
streamlined journey throughout 

Personalize the experience for each individual 
member to provide comfort and productivity.
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GENERAL SIMPLIFICATION 

Simple design to allow users to quickly find 
information they are looking for.

Simple design to allow users to quickly find 
information they are looking for.

Keep colors consistent to maintain visual flow.

MINIMALISTIC DESIGN

EASY-TO-IDENTIFY ICONS

SIMPLE COLORS
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SOCIAL LOGIN PERSONALIZED HOMEPAGE 

11

22

33

Friendly voice.Sign in through Facebook.

QuestionnaireSync events, friends, likes and check-ins.

Rating SystemSocial chat messenger.



SERVICES & NOTIFICATIONS
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CURRENT KEY STRENGTHS OBJECTIVES

EVENT ORGANIZATION

CURATED NEWS

LOCAL OFFERINGS

1

2

3

Improve the ease of accessibility for the target audience.

Create notifications that are as helpful as possible 
for the user.

Utilize emerging technologies to enhance user experience.
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PERSONAL ASSISTANT

Simply speak into the mic to access any app features.

Talking over texting preference for 55+ ages.

IN APP VOICE COMMAND

EASIER ACCESSIBILITY 
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AMAZON ALEXA

Simply download the Alexa skill from Amazon to be 
connected instantly. 

Increased popularity of 
smart home assistance. 

Creates at-home 
personalized reminders.

Offers suggestions for 
events and discounts.

ALEXA SKILL
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MAP INTEGRATION 

Sync to Google Maps/Apple Maps for local discounts 
and events in your area.

Discount and event notifications that alert you when you 
are in the area. 

AARP ICONS LOCATION NOTIFICATIONS



EVENTS & COMMUNITY
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LOCAL AMBASSADORS

A local ambassador per district 
creates and promotes events in 
the area. 
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CALENDARSOCIAL CAPABILITY

1

2

3

A local ambassador per district creates and promotes 
events in the area. 

Find friends, share events and locations.

Social messaging. 

SYNC EVENTS TO YOUR PHONE
Keep up to date with local activities sent straight to 
your smartphone.

SHARE AND INVITE
Invite friends to join the event.

STICKER REWARDS
Collect digital stickers to redeem rewards. 



AARP FEEDBACK

The members from AARP and AQUENT seemed overall 
pleased with our presentation. We discussed ideas they 
liked, ideas they thought needed work, and ideas they 
had already explored. From this, we decided to move 
forward and expand 3 of our main ideas. Although we 
wanted to do more, given the remaining timeline we 
thought it would be best to focus our energy on the 
ideas that showed the most promise. 



FINAL
DEVELOPMENT

Initial Thoughts

Project Outcomes 

After the feedback from AARP and AQUENT, we wanted 
to focus our efforts on 3 main ideas. We continued to 
research further and explored different avenues each 
direction could potentially take. In order to give each 
idea the maximum amount of attention, we split up into 
3 groups that would dedicate their remaining time on 
the project to making it come to life.

Not only did we concept new solutions for ideas 
presented in the midpoint, but we also brought them 
to full development and worked on conveying them as 
clearly as possible. 
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REWARDS & COMMUNITY
AARP had expressed that this section was one that they definitely wanted some attention on. This 

group was dedicated to expanding on the AARP local community and giving users a better involvement 

rate. This group used research and given resources to figure out what was working, and what could be 

improved upon from the user’s point of view.

UX
Although this section seemed like a beast to tackle, we didn’t want to let that discourage us from trying. 

However, due to its’ extensiveness, this group required the largest portion of our team to complete. 

This group worked tirelessly on concepting, researching, and mocking up the best UX possibilities for 

AARP local mobile. 

GROUP SPLIT UP

ALEXA & SERVICES
This section embraced AARP’s local potential by pushing the boundaries of emerging technology. The 

group that worked on this section was not only excited about the content but also some of the more 

tech savvy among the team. Because of its’ conceptual nature, this section focused more on ideation 

and reaching the maximum limits of the brief.

PROCESS BOOK
The process book team was made up of a select few students who also had a hand in mocking up 

the other 3 sections. This group worked on the process book from day one to the final presentation, 

and created this compilation of the whole team’s efforts. Since the book was a longer process, this 

group tried to evenly distribute the work throughout the timeline, making it easier to have the book 

completed and delivered to D.C. in person.



FINAL
PRESENTATION

The final presentation was a quick turnaround from the 
midpoint but we felt confident with the concepts we 
were presenting. This presentation differed from the 
midpoint not only in content but also in refinement of 
each idea. We took the feedback from the last check 
in and polished the presentation, and its’ content, to 
the best of our ability. As usual, we ran through a dress 
rehearsal, and received a handful of tweaks from our 
reviewers. Once our adjustments were made and we 
presented our final ideas in person to a group of AARP 
and AQUENT employees. From this presentation, we 
got a lot of good feedback and were ready to gear up 
for the trip to D.C.



REWARDS & COMMUNITY
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CURRENT KEY STRENGTHS OBJECTIVES

EASY TO USE

BEHAVIOR FOCUSED

USEFUL DISCOUNTS

1

2

3

Create a socially driven rewards program.

Create more benefits.

Encourage community participation through incentives.
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TIERED REWARDS PROGRAM

VIP

INSIDER

Heavily involved, paying community members who can  
be considered for an AARP Local Ambassador position.

Digitally and socially engaged paying members.

Non-paying AARP members.
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LOCAL REWARDS

1

2

3

Create a socially driven rewards program.

Create more benefits.

Encourage community participation through incentives.



UX
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AREAS OF FOCUS OBJECTIVES

THINGS TO DO IN THE AREA

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

HELPFUL RESOURCES

1

2

Simplify the design and user experience of 
AARP Local to provide members with a more 
streamlined journey throughout the site. 

Personalize the experience for each individual 
member to provide comfort and productivity.
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MOCKUPS

HOMEPAGE PROFILE
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MOCKUPS

MESSENGER SEARCH
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MOCKUPS

MOVIE SUGGESTIONWHAT’S NEXT

Parks Restaurants Monuments

What’s next?

You’ve succesfully purchased your tickets
 to Beauty and the Beast at
 Regal DC Gallery Place 14.

23
MAY

Local
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MOCKUPS

RESTAURANT SUGGESTION WELCOME BACK



ALEXA & SERVICES
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CURRENT KEY STRENGTHS

EVENT ORGANISATION

CURATED NEWS

LOCAL OFFERINGS

OBJECTIVES

1

2

Improve the ease of accessibility through 
emerging technologies.

Create notifications that are as helpful as 
possible for the user.
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ALEXA DETAILS

56 According to NetPop, Is the average
age of an Amazon Alexa owner.

Over 10,000 brands like Uber and Starbucks 
have skills for Alexa. It helps fight loneliness and 
enables users to go outside and find inforation 
easier.

QUESTIONS TO ASK ALEXA



Sync to Google Maps/Apple Maps for local discounts 
and events in your area.

AARP ICONS

SERVICES
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Discount and event notifications that alert you when you 
are in the area. 

LOCATION SERVICES NOTIFICATIONS



RECAP

COMMUNITY
•Increase engagement. 
•Build a community. 

UX
•Improve navigation.
•Personalize and organize.
•Lower bounce rate.

ALEXA AND SERVICES
•Utilize emerging tech.
•Make services easier for target audience.






